Snapshot report

Under the agreement for 2014
Port Curtis Road State School received $10,744

Our full 2014 agreement can be found here on our Home Page

Our school strategies are on track to meet or exceed our targets

During 2014, we have focused on maximising the benefits of this funding for our students. After reviewing our Great Results Guarantee agreement, it is clear that we are on track to meet or exceed our targeted student outcomes. We continue to implement our strategies to ensure that every student succeeds.

**Strategies implemented include:**
- Meeting with staff to review student progress on their learning goals and make necessary adjustments to programs fortnightly
- Analyse incorrect questions from previous Naplan tests and focus on the Item Analysis in order to develop and explicitly deliver skills that meet the needs of individual students
- Focus on the question description and skills to develop Individual Learning Guarantees for students who are at risk of not meeting National Minimum Standards in Literacy and Numeracy.
- Use Explicit Instruction when teaching as best practice.
- Celebrate student success and inform parents
- Employing a local teacher one day a week and extra teacher aides to implement strategies and programs developed for students on Individual Learning Guarantees.